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Engage Occupants in Your Healthy Building Story
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The EnergyReports Eco-Screen Edition helps building owers engage facility occupants in your building’s health,
safety, and sustainability measures. This innovative showcase brings your building to life, making its behind-the-scenes
workings engaging and interactive.

Designed for a non-technical audience, the EcoScreen display retrieves key health measures from
the WebCTRL® system and makes that information
accessible to building occupants. By increasing
awareness of building health and safety initiatives in
your facility, building occupants are encouraged to
collaborate on healthy building initiatives.
Key Features and Benefits

• Educates building occupants about building health and
safety initiatives and progress in driving occupant
awareness and action
• Delivers interactive and dynamic displays of building
health metrics that can be shared with occupants
• Supports display on a public touchscreen, company
intranet and mobile devices
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Automated Logic’s Building Ecosystem
capabilities?

additional

A commitment to excellence that circles the globe
Automated Logic’s global network of authorized partners is composed of system integrators with
proven experience in building automation, energy management and control. Our network of more
than 200 company branches, independently owned dealers and authorized distributors guides
customers through the process of designing, engineering, installing and maintaining all of our
building automation products.
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Leverage advanced analytics, machine learning, and actionable insights to reduce costs, save
time, and forecast and track performance. The EnergyReports™ Analytics Edition builds upon the
EnergyReports Dashboards Edition by adding several key analysis and visualization capabilities for
advanced energy management across your building portfolio.

Dashboards, Reports, and Utility Bill Management
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Advanced Building Portfolio Analytics
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Technology today that supports the buildings of tomorrow

Building upon the EnergyReports™ Eco-Screen® Edition, the EnergyReports™ Dashboards Edition
leverages the WebCTRL® building automation system to deliver a 360-degree view of building
performance so stakeholders can meet their energy conservation and savings objectives. The
EnergyReports Dashboards Edition allows operators to create and share graphs, charts, reports
and dashboards to visualize building data.

Occupant Engagement
The EnergyReports™ Eco-Screen® Edition helps you to engage building occupants in your building’s
health and sustainability measures. It’s an innovative way to bring your building to life, making its
behind-the-scenes workings engaging and interactive.

Enterprise Level Security

WebCTRL® Secure
Data Connector

A first in the industry, our connector establishes an authenticated (oAuth) push-based connection
which provides outbound reporting of building & meter information and meter data to your
EnergyReports cloud environment. The connector uses a secure and encrypted authenticated session
(over SSL) which pushes information up to the cloud and does not require any inbound connectivity.
Building Automation Command and Control
The WebCTRL® building automation system gives you the ability to understand your building
operations and analyze the results. The WebCTRL system integrates environmental, energy,
security and safety systems into one powerful management tool that allows you to reduce energy
consumption, increase occupant comfort, and achieve sustainable building operations.
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